
Chapter 228:My Genes Evolve

Infinitely

EMPEROR GENE, GREAT SUN SPIRIT BODY

Of course, before burning this Shadow Legion, Lu Yuan intends to advance a wave of other
extraordinary genes.

This Shadow Legion is also an imperial supernatural gene, if it doesn't evolve, it will be
troublesome if it is a little dangerous.

Regarding the life-related things like burning genes, you can't be too careful.

Lu Yuan first left the training hall and returned to the rented house.

Afterwards, he walked into the bathroom, took off his clothes, and sat cross- legged in the bathtub.

Before, Lu Yuan had recharged a lot of spirit crystals into the Evolution Cube, making up almost 50
million sixth-order spirit crystals.

His remaining spirit crystals still have almost exactly 300 million sixth- order spirit crystals.

The dark blue light flashed in the evolution cube, and Lu Yuan's thoughts moved, and the dark blue
light shot onto the earth spirit body.

The spiritual power in the Evolution Cube was consumed wildly, the gene chain began to change,
Lu Yuan's whole body also changed, and pain came, Lu Yuan's skin showed signs of fragmentation,
blood spurted out, and the bones of Ka Ka Ka broke. The sound kept ringing, his body shook, and
the severe pain made him groan.

This was much stronger than the pain Lu Yuan had encountered in evolution before. His brain went
blank, and his whole body was stunned by pain, but because Lu Yuan's spirit remained sober during
the evolution, he couldn't pass out.

He even felt that it might be a kind of happiness if he could faint.

The genetic chain keeps changing and evolution continues, Lu Yuan can no longer perceive the
passage of time.

I don't know how long Lu Yuan's pain subsided, and his whole body was covered with a thick
blood scab.
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In his body, the blue light had become very dim, the evolution was nearing an end, and the pain was
almost over.

Before long, the blue light completely disappeared, and the gene chain no longer changed. Lu Yuan
felt an extremely powerful force emerging from the gene chain, pouring out from the deepest part of

the cell, and entering the limbs.

This incomparably powerful force is even as strong as the four other royal genes of Lu Yuan
combined.

Lu Yuan's body moved slightly, and the blood crust shattered, revealing Lu Yuan's perfectly carved
body like marble.

He squeezed his fist, with a look of shock on his face.

Is this the power blessed by Emperor Gene?

It was just an evolution, which made Lu Yuan feel that his strength had greatly increased.

If the other four emperor genes have evolved, he can't press the emperor on the ground to fight?

Of course, this refers to a war emperor who only burned the emperor gene.

If it was a war emperor who had burned an emperor-level gene, that might not be the case.

Lu Yuan took a deep breath, retracted his somewhat divergent thinking, and felt the message of the
emperor-level gene after the evolution.

Emperor Gene: Great Sun Spirit Body

Compared with the earth spirit body, the big sun spirit body is more powerful. It is powerful in all
aspects. Naturally, it is needless to say that Lu Yuan has already felt it. After the operation, in
addition to the substantial increase in all aspects of attributes, Lu Yuan's spiritual power will be like
the sun, possessing an extremely powerful high-temperature effect.

At the same time, the great sun spirit body can obtain extremely powerful recovery ability when
absorbing sunlight, whether it is injury, spiritual power, or even physical power, it can recover at an
extremely fast speed.

And at night, when there is no sunlight, the recovery ability of the Great Sun Spirit Body is much
weaker than when there is sunlight, but it is still stronger than the Earth Spirit Body.

In the inherited knowledge of the great sun spirit body, there is the application of various forces
such as the gravitation of stars, rocks and metals.



Now, Lu Yuan's control over rocks and metals has been greatly improved. He feels that the attacks
that he can use the power of rocks or metals at hand now have the power of lord-level combat skills.

This is simply ridiculously powerful.

In addition, the use of gravitational force by the land margin makes it easier to control the gravity
field of an area. The land margin feels that it should be able to increase the gravity of an area by
hundreds of times.

For a powerful genetic warrior, perhaps this point of gravity is nothing, but sometimes a little bit of
change can have a good effect when fighting.

It can be regarded as a small action in battle.

In general, the effect of the Great Sun Spirit Body is extremely powerful, and it is worthy of being
an emperor gene.

Lu Yuan took a deep breath, calmed down his excitement, took a bath, and washed away the blood
scabs on his body.

Afterwards, he plans to eat something delicious to replenish his energy.

I lost too much blood and felt a little hungry.

At this moment, Lu Yuan had a pause and took out his communication crystal.

White light flashed continuously on the communication crystal.

Lu Yuan raised her eyebrows and connected the communication crystal. Amy's cute little face
appeared in the crystal. As soon as she appeared, she spoke:

"Big liar, big liar! You are on the list of Tianjiao...Oh!"

Amy closed her eyes suddenly, her pretty face flushed, and she covered her eyes with both hands:
"Big liar, you are a pervert!"

Lu Yuan: "?"

Behind Amy, Wang Lingling's pretty face appeared.

After seeing Lu Yuan, with a gentle smile on her face, the corners of her mouth raised, and she
spoke softly:

"A Yuan has a good figure."



Lu Yuan was taken aback, then looked down and found that he didn't seem to be dressed yet?

A look of embarrassment suddenly appeared on his face.

Fortunately, the communication crystal can only see a little bit above the chest.

But by the way, Amy, is the finger joint too open? You can see it with your eyes, okay? !

Seeing that Amy's big purple eyes were full of curiosity, Lu Yuan showed black lines on his face.

It seems that Wang Lingling is very smooth for Amy to popularize the correct physiology class.

If it was the former Amy, in this situation, I am afraid that seeing a man's body is going to kill that
man, right?

Lu Yuan vomited in his heart, and then smiled: "I just took a shower. When I get down, I will get
dressed immediately."

Wang Lingling smiled softly: "It's okay if you don't wear it? Would you like to take another shot?"

Lu Yuan: "!!!"

So you are such a Wang Lingling? !

Lu Yuan smiled: "Why don't you come and see it yourself? Let you touch it for free? I have to

collect money for others."

The smile on Wang Lingling's face froze, and then narrowed his eyes: "Really? Tell me where I am.
I'll come over now."

Lu Yuanhu's body shook and coughed dryly: "Ah, kidding, I'll put on clothes first."

Okay, Lu Yuan was a little bit confused. With Wang Lingling's black-hearted character, the ghost
knew she would secretly take photos of her?

Maybe you will make a video or something?

Then he must not die in embarrassment.

Wang Lingling smiled slightly, but there was a hint of disappointment in Amy's eyes.

Lu Yuan almost spurted blood from his mouth, are you disappointed? !

He resisted not making complaints, put the communication crystal aside, and after confirming that
he would not be photographed, he quickly changed his clothes.



After that, he opened his mouth and said, "What's wrong? Amy, what can I do?"

Amy just remembered now, and she asked:

"Yes, big liar, what's the matter with your ranking on the Tianjiao list? How did you disappear?
Many people are spreading the news now."

Lu Yuan was taken aback, remembering that after he broke through to the King of War, his ranking
on the Tianjiao list disappeared.

He is now number one on the Tianjiao list and has been paid attention to by countless people. Once
he disappears, he will definitely arouse heated discussion.

Lu Yuan explained with a smile: "Because I have already broken through to the King of War."

Amy's eyes widened, a little astonished: "So fast? I'm only at the summit... I've worked so hard."

As she said, she puffed up her small mouth in dissatisfaction.

Even Wang Lingling was a little surprised.

Lu Yuan smiled and said, "I just broke through, and I am planning to take a break. Do you want to
come out and play together?"

Amy's eyes lit up and glanced at Wang Lingling.

Wang Lingling smiled and said, "If it's Ayuan, if you come to Amy, Lord Tian Luo will definitely
not refuse, and will even welcome it."

Hearing this, Amy's face blushed, with a hint of shyness.

Lu Yuan was a bit embarrassed again. Of course he knew how much Father Adams welcomed him.

After he was ranked No. 1 on the Tianjiao list, the Algaby family, the Li family, the Si family and
even the Harold family, where Rebecca belonged, quarreled about him.

All of them wanted him to go to their house. After all, Lu Yuan and the girls in their house had
friendships, and the relationship was very good.

For this reason, Li Qinghe is a little afraid to go home now.

Si Tingyu and Si Tingxue were even more embarrassed. Siqi was domineering and almost wanted
them to tie Lu Yuan home.



This made the two sisters a little bit embarrassed, especially Si Tingxue, who had been ignoring Lu
Yuan for several days.

Lu Yuan said he was innocent.

As for Rebecca, she was still a little heartless, but because she was with Si Tingxue, she didn't
contact Lu Yuan much during this time.

Naturally, the same was true for Amy. Last time Lu Yuan went to play with Amy during his practice,
Adams got news the first time he was about to pull him and ask him when he was looking for a
wife.

As long as Lu Yuan is looking for it, he will make a kiss with Amy right away.

Hmm... Wang Lingling can marry him.

Lu Yuan and Amy were both a little dazed at the time, but Wang Lingling had a gentle smile on his

face, and they all looked normal.

Naturally, Lu Yuan knew that Lu Yuan's talent at the top of the Tianjiao list was indeed extremely
powerful.

From the eyes of the emperors of the war, it was still possible to see that the relationship between Lu
Yuan and the others was good, otherwise it would not have been such a fierce way.

However, this approach made Lu Yuan and them a little embarrassed.

The atmosphere fell silent, Lu Yuan scratched his head and smiled:

"Then I will come to you now? Don't tell Father Adams, or I will have to run away."

Thinking of Adams' intimacy, Lu Yuan fought a cold war.

Amy listened, nodded with a serious face, and said:

"Lingling and I sneaked out together, and we met outside! I won't go to the playground this time,
it's all grandpa's eyeliner inside!"

At the end, Amy looked angry.

They were just going to the amusement park at that time, and then they were accused, and then they
were caught by Adams.

They just started to play! In the end, nothing happened.



Of course Lu Yuan had no objection, and smiled and nodded: "Let's go eat something first, I'm
starving to death."

Lu Yuan went out and got off the apartment building.

Lu Yuan's mind moved, his body rose into the air, turned into a streamer, and flew towards the

teleportation hall.

This was Lu Yuan's first flight after breaking through the King of War. The feeling of flying freely
in the air made him feel very happy.

When Lu Yuan flew over a fighter plane, the several Kaman genetic warriors in the fighter plane
were all taken aback when they saw Lu Yuan.

One of the tall Kaman's eyes widened, and he glanced at the direction Lu Yuan had left:

"Then, was that Lu Yuan who defeated His Royal Highness Aimen just now?!"

The other Kaman was a little unsure: "Okay...it seems to be?"

"Lu Yuan can actually fly... The cultivation base that humans can fly is the King of War, right? So,
Lu Yuan turned out to be the King of War? So fast!"

"I just heard that Lu Yuan's name disappeared from the Tianjiao list. Someone had speculated that
he might have broken through before, but he didn't expect it to be true."

Several Kamans were a little surprised.

"Do you want to contact His Royal Highness Aimen? His Royal Highness Aimen might be

interested when he heard that Lu Yuan broke through to the King of War?"

"For now, right? Wait for His Royal Highness Aimen to practice for a while."

"Too……"

The eyes of several Kamans flickered. They also watched the battle between Lu Yuan and Aimen at
the time, and they could naturally see how strong Lu Yuan was.

They don't think that the current Aimen can beat Lu Yuan.

Lu Yuan flew through the air, and many people saw it. Now Lu Yuan's reputation is quite big in the
entire Baiyun City. After seeing Lu Yuan, many people naturally recognized it.



They were all a little surprised that Lu Yuan was able to fly, and naturally they were also surprised
that Lu Yuan's cultivation base broke through the King of War so quickly.

Ordinary Tianjiao, if they make it to the top ten, at least they will stay for a while, not to mention
anything else, just that the auction house's intermediary fee is free, which is enough to allow them

to stay for a period of time and then earn an intermediate fee. NS.

For geniuses, they also need a lot of resources. Although most of the top ten tianjiao will be
powerful people, who can not make more resources for themselves?

But Lu Yuan only broke through after being in the top of the Tianjiao list for more than two months
in real time.

This is a bit faster.

However, because they are geniuses, they naturally have their own ideas. Others don't think much,
they are just a little curious.

Lu Yuan soon arrived at the teleportation hall and teleported to Tianluo City.

The current Lu Yuan has always practiced in Baiyun City, because he had benefits on the Tianjiao
list before. If he practiced in Baiyun City, the martial arts hall can be discounted, plus some priority.

Lu Yuan would not return to Tianluo City or Red Maple City.

Now I returned to Tianluo City, and just walked out of the teleportation hall, all the passers-by
looked at Lu Yuan with a ** look.

Then someone exclaimed.

"Fuck?! This is Lu Yuan?! Lord Lu Yuan?"

"The adult who is number one on the Tianjiao list? I actually saw the real person!"

Everyone whispered ~www.mtlnovel.com~ or exclaimed, and everyone looked at Lu Yuan one
after another.

Lu Yuan's face turned dark, he forgot that he was more famous in human cities than in Baiyun City.

After all, the Battle.net on Daqixing has been on the headlines for a long time.

Lu Yuan was a little bit skeptical that the writers would be able to talk about him rushing to the top
of the Tianjiao list for a whole year.



As a result, Lu Yuan is now in Daqixing, and almost all genetic warriors are unknown to everyone.

You must know that in the War Gods group,Wang Xiangxiang and the others said that because they

and Lu Yuan are classmates, and they still contact each other from time to time, almost some
powerful warlords will respect them very much.

You know, a few Wang Xiangxiang are still fighter-level.

One can imagine how loud Lu Yuan's name is now.

Wang Xiangxiang still teased Lu Yuan in the group and said: Let Lu Yuan work hard, so that the
future War God group will truly live up to its name and truly become a War God group.

Lu Yuan expressed his best in this regard.

He still knew something in his heart, and it didn't seem to be particularly difficult for him to become

a ** of war.

After all, he worked hard enough, plus a little help from Evolution Cube.

Not only Wang Xiangxiang and the others, but Grote and the others, because they were Lu Yuan's
teammates before, have even received special treatment now, but they have become officers-level
figures.

Even, many ordinary people who are not genetic warriors have heard of Lu Yuan's name.

That is to say, I know that Lu Yuan's current status is unusual, otherwise I don't know how many

people will come to him to endorse the advertisement.
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